This Competition was held on 30th September, 2016 at Block V, first Floor, Engineering Geology Lab. Event was coordinated by Civil Engineering Department. 55 students from the Civil Engineering Department participated in this event. The chief guest of the event was ‘Mr. Mukesh Saini (Controller of examination)’. The faculty and staff from the various departments had visited the venue and motivated the all participants.
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Results were declared by Head of the department. Details are given below:

**B.Tech 7th Semester:**

1st **position:** Shubham Goyal (13CE1020)

2nd **position:** Waseem (13CE1016) & Nikhil Garg (13CE1009)

**B.Tech 5th Semester:**

1st **position:** Mohammad Asif Wani

2nd **position:** Babita

**B.Tech 3rd Semester:**

1st **position:** Sagar Panchal

2nd **position:** Vikas

3rd **position:** Shweta

**Diploma 5th Semester:**

1st **position:** Virender & Naresh Sharma

2nd **position:** Kulbhushan

3rd **position:** Dheeraj & Devender

**Diploma 3rd Semester:**

1st **position:** Vinay Saini & Himanshu Panchal

2nd **position:** Khushbu & Shiv Kumar

3rd **position:** Bharat
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